Corps of Engineers, Dept. of the Army, DoD

§ 334.470 Cooper River and Charleston Harbor, S.C.; restricted areas.

(a) The restricted areas. (1) Area No. 1 is that portion of the Cooper River beginning near the westerly shore north of Shipyard Creek at "a" Latitude 32°50'14", Longitude 79°56'11"; thence to "b" Latitude 32°50'14", Longitude 79°55'37"; thence to "c" Latitude 32°49'41", Longitude 79°55'37"; thence to "d" Latitude 32°49'41", Longitude 79°55'52"; thence to "e" Latitude 32°49'47", Longitude 79°56'09"; and thence returning to "a" Latitude 32°50'14", Longitude 79°56'11".

(2) Area No. 2 is that portion of the Cooper River beginning at a point west of Shutes Folly Island at "a" Latitude 32°46'27", Longitude 79°55'31"; thence to "b" Latitude 32°46'39", Longitude 79°55'11"; thence to "c" Latitude 32°46'39", Longitude 79°54'51"; thence to "d" Latitude 32°46'28", Longitude 79°54'47"; thence to "e" Latitude 32°46'17", Longitude 79°54'51"; thence to "f" Latitude 32°46'17", Longitude 79°55'11"; and thence returning to "a" Latitude 32°46'27", Longitude 79°55'31".

(b) The regulations. (1) There shall be no introduction of magnetic material or magneto-electric field sources with the area.

(2) No person shall enter or remain in the water within the restricted areas. Ships transiting the areas will proceed without delay and shall not, except as noted below, lie to or anchor within the areas.

(i) Pleasure craft under 50 feet LOA will not normally be affected; however, such craft may be required to stand clear upon notification, in the event they are interfering with range operation.

(ii) Anchored commercial ships will be allowed to swing into the restricted area at the Shutes Folly Island site when the range is not in use. Shutes Folly Island Range usage will be indicated by range house display of the international DELTA signal flag.

(iii) This section shall be enforced by the Commandant, Sixth Naval District, Charleston, South Carolina, and such agencies as he may designate.

§ 334.475 Brickyard Creek and tributaries and the Broad River at Beaufort, SC.

(a) The areas: (1) That section of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway (AIWW), beginning at the confluence of the AIWW and Albergottie Creek, being that point on the west side of the AIWW navigational channel at latitude 32.457226°, longitude 80.697770°, thence continuing in a northerly direction along the western channel edge of the AIWW to latitude 32.458580°, longitude 80.689181°, thence to latitude 32.460413°, longitude 80.689228°, thence to latitude 32.461459°, longitude 80.689418°, thence to latitude 32.461615°, longitude 80.690294°, thence to latitude 32.470255°, longitude 80.690965°, thence to latitude 32.471309°, longitude 80.691196°, thence to latitude 32.475084°, longitude 80.692455°, thence to latitude 32.478161°, longitude 80.691546°, thence to latitude 32.479191°, longitude 80.691486°, thence to latitude 32.481817°, longitude 80.691856°, thence to latitude 32.493001°, longitude 80.689835°, thence to latitude 32.494422°, longitude 80.688296°, thence to latitude 32.49727°, longitude 80.6912° on the east shore of the Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS), at its intersection with the Station’s property boundary line, thence hearing south along the eastern shoreline of the MCAS to a point along the northern shoreline of Mulligan Creek at latitude 32.48993°, longitude 80.69836°, thence southwestly across Mulligan Creek to the shoreline of the MCAS, latitude 32.48771°, longitude 80.70424°, thence continuing along the eastern shoreline to its intersection with Albergottie Creek, latitude 32.4536°, longitude 80.70128°, thence along the southern shoreline of the MCAS to the intersection of Salt Creek with U.S. Highway 21, latitude 32.45047°, longitude 80.73153°, thence back down the southern creek edge of Salt and Albergottie Creeks, thence back to the starting point at the confluence of Albergottie Creek and the AIWW, latitude 32.457226°, longitude 80.687770°. NOTE: Situated within the boundaries of the area described in paragraphs (a)(1) of this section are the areas described in paragraphs (a)(2), (a)(3), (a)(4), and (a)(5).